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U DEA       Records of Earle's Shipbuilding and Engineering Co. Ltd  1858-1909 
(and its predecessor C. & W. Earle) 

 
Accession number: 1947/05; 1965/10 
 
Historical Background:  
The Earles were originally a York family until George Earle came to Hull to set up business; he 
and his brother Thomas founding a pioneering cement works in 1821 (which was eventually taken 
over by Blue Circle). Thomas's sons, Charles and William, repeated the pattern of a sibling 
business partnership, setting up C. and W. Earle in 1845. They bought Junction Foundry from 
James Livingston who had built the first iron steam packet in 1831 (Calvert, A history of Kingston 
upon Hull, p.216; Bellamy, 'Some aspects of the economy of Hull', Appendix III B; Credland, Iron 
and steel shipbuilding on the Humber, pp.12-13). 
 
The Earle brothers were millwrights, founders and general smiths whose move to ship engineering 
happened at a propitious moment. Shipbuilding in early nineteenth-century Hull concentrated on 
wooden whalers and trade vessels under sail, but Livingston's iron steam packet marked the new 
direction in ship building. The Earles opened a shipyard at the east end of Victoria Dock after it 
opened in 1850 and by 1851 they employed 72 men. In 1853 their first steamship, the 'Minister 
Thorbecke', was launched. They initially rented land from the Hull Dock Company and papers 
about their association with this company over several years are at U DEA/9-11 (Bellamy, 'Some 
aspects of the economy of Hull', Appendix III B). 
 
The 1850s was a good decade for shipbuilding for other reasons; the combination of increasing 
Australian trade with the need for ships for the Crimean war elevated demand. The opening of the 
Suez Canal in the late 1860s also stimulated shipping trade and, therefore, shipbuilding. Thus in 
1863 the Earle brothers bought another 47 acres of land, this time on the banks of the Humber. 
Their enormous success reflects the success of Hull as a port at the time. Over 60% of their 
vessels were built for local firms and nearly two thirds of these were destined to become ships of 
the Wilson Line based in Hull. Between 1854 and 1871 Thomas Wilson Sons and Company 
bought 55 ships and 38 of them were built by C. & W. Earle (Bellamy, 'Some aspects of the 
economy of Hull', Appendix III B). 
 
In 1870 Charles and William Joel Earle built their largest ship, the 'Canopus', a ship of 2800 gross 
tons. Charles then died suddenly and he was followed to the grave by William a year later, in 
1871, at the age of only 49. They left behind assets of nearly a quarter of a million pounds. Some 
notes on the early history of the firm are to be found at U DEA/1. William Earle sold the firm just 
before he died and it became a public limited company called Earle's Shipbuilding and 
Engineering Company Ltd. Notices of the sale are at U DEA/7-8. The company was now owned by 
shareholders in London, Manchester and Sheffield and its fortunes fluctuated with the general 
fortunes of the English economy and, in particular, the shipbuilding industry (Bellamy, 'Some 
aspects of the economy of Hull', Appendix III B). 
 
The 1870s were bad years for shipbuilding, though the fortunes of Earle's seem to have fluctuated 
more wildly than most for several reasons. Firstly, the new managing director of the firm, Sir 
Edward James Reed (1830-1906), brought from his old job at the Admiralty a host of international 
contacts, but also some eccentric ideas about shipbuilding. He built ships for the Grand Duke of 
Russia, who actually came to Hull to pick out the furnishings, as well as the 'Francesca' for the 
Duke of Marlborough, which featured a saloon built of teak and velvet divans and silk curtains. 
However, he also built the 'Bessemer', the design of which was so unstable that on its first voyage 
it failed to answer the helm twice and completely destroyed two piers. The 'Bessemer' featured a 
vast saloon which was suspended on hydraulics to correct against the ship's movements. This 
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swinging saloon ended its days as Swanley college's lecture theatre before being bombed during 
the second world war. During the 1870s the firm was also committed to a number of rather 
unprofitable contracts made in the last few months of William Earle's life, when he compensated 
for the uncertainty of the future of the firm by taking whatever contracts came along (Bellamy, 
'Some aspects of the economy of Hull', Appendix III B; Credland, Iron and steel shipbuilding on the 
Humber, pp.14-21). 
 
The 1880s were generally boom times for shipbuilders, but several factors dragged down the 
success of the company. In 1880 it built the 'Assyrian Monarch', a 4000 ton vessel for Royal 
Exchange Shipping of London. This was its first steel-hulled vessel. The massive size of this ship 
helped prompt the decision in 1881 to build a new patent slip and tidal dock to accomodate larger 
ships, especially American liners. But the economies of scale involved in building large ships were 
not good. However, two things offset this problem; the company also began building purpose-built 
steam trawlers, with separate fish rooms and ice storage areas, to supply the Hull trawl fishing 
industry and, more importantly, it began building triple expansion engines. In 1882 the 'Draco', one 
of the Wilson liners, was powered by this new and powerful engine and the company went on to 
become the British leaders in manufacturing these engines. A description and illustration of the 
works is at U DEA/17 (Bellamy, 'Some aspects of the economy of Hull', Appendix III B; Credland, 
Iron and steel shipbuilding on the Humber, 21-2; Gillett and Macmahon, A history of Hull, p.411). 
 
The 1890s were more difficult years, of depression and consequent labour disputes. However, the 
company continued to be employed on big contracts and it launched two huge first class cruisers, 
the 'Endymion' and the 'St George', in 1893. A statement of claim for these ships is at U DEA/22 
and estimates for other ships built in the 1890s are at U DEA/5. The company stayed afloat 
through concentrating on warships (some built for the Japanese) and high quality passenger liners 
in order to stay ahead of their British rivals. These efforts did not stop the company going into 
voluntary liquidation in 1900, eventually being sold for £217,500 to Charles Wilson of the Wilson 
Line (Bellamy, 'Some aspects of the economy of Hull', Appendix III B); Credland, Iron and steel 
shipbuilding on the Humber, pp.24-9). 
 
The company took off again for a while, in 1905, employing nearly 2000 people and with over 40% 
of its orders being placed by the Wilson Line. In 1907 it built its biggest ship, the 5000 ton 'Buffalo'. 
The firm ran as a private limited company and continued in the ownership of various Wilson family 
members despite the takeover of their main business by Sir John Ellerman in 1916. However, it 
was finally overtaken by depression and collapsed in 1932. The gantry from the works was 
shipped to Hong Kong where it failed to dominate the skyline as it had in Hull and as late as the 
1980s one of the firm's vessels was plying the waters of Lake Titicaca in Peru (Bellamy, 'Some 
aspects of the economy of Hull', Appendix III B; Calvert, A history of Kingston upon Hull, p.158; 
Credland, Iron and steel shipbuilding on the Humber, pp.32-3). 
 
Custodial history: Donated 2 May 1947 
 
Description:  
Includes title deeds 1798-1894 (U DEA/2), 13 plans of land belonging to the company 1858-1878 
(U DEA/4), balance sheets 1863-1871 (U DEA/6), conveyances, land sales and information about 
land sales 1858-1900 (U DEA/9-13), a list of shareholders to 1899 (U DEA/14), records of workers' 
compensation 1905-1909 (U DEA/16), notices of meetings, reports and balance sheets in the 
1890s (U DEA/18), terms and forms of indentures of apprenticeship in the 1890s (U DEA/20), a 
plan of the 'Lady Tyler' (U DEA/23), and a chart of measured knots at Sunk Island (U DEA/24). 
The type of material in the deposit makes it useful for business history, labour history and maritime 
history.  
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Extent: 2 boxes 
Related material:  
Records of Ellerman's Wilson Line [U DEW] 
Particular vessels built by C. and W. Earle and Earle's Shipbuilding and Engineering Company 
Limited, 1853-1931, 3 microfilms [M/I 234] 
 
Finding aids: Entry in Business records subject guide 
 
Access conditions: Access will be granted to any accredited reader 
 
Language: English 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
U DEA/1 Notes. Events in the history of the firm 

An original packet. 
1 item 
 

1858-1880 

U DEA/2 Schedule. Title deeds and documents  
Relating to property in Hull and Goole belonging to the 
firm. 
1 item 
 

1798-1894 

U DEA/3 Schedule. Documents regarding Earle's Company and 
Dock Company 

1 item 
 

1858-1881 

U DEA/4 Original bundle. Plans of land belonging to the firm 
between Hedon Road and the River Humber  
Also includes plans of the works. 
13 plans 
 

1858-1878 

U DEA/5 Original bundle. Estimates of cost  
For ships 'Blake', 'Royal Arthur', 'Crescent', 'Hawke', 
'Endymion', 'St George', 'Gibraltar', 'Blenheim', 'Grafton', 
'Theseus', 'Andromache', 'Apollo', 'Pearl', 'Philomel', and 
'Charybdis' (2). 
16 items 
 

c.1893 
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U DEA/6 Original bundle. Draft balance sheets 

9 items 
 

1863-1871 

U DEA/7 Abstract. Agreement for Sale of the business  
William Joel Earle to David Chadwick, on behalf of 
Earle's Shipbuilding and Engineering Co Ltd. 
1 item 
 

11 Sep 1871 

U DEA/8 Summary. Valuation, balance sheet, capital and trade 
and stock accounts, abstract of cash account  
7 items 
 

1871 

U DEA/9 Abstracts. Various title deeds 

Comprising: 
a) Conveyance. Crown to William Travis: parcel of 
foreshore and of a right of way (from him to the Crown) 
(30 Mar 1858) 
b) Agreement for Sale. C. & W. Earle to Hull Dock 
Company 12ac. (1 Apr 1863) 
c) Deed of Agreement concerning Victoria Dock, Hull 
(18 May 1874) 
d) Memorandum of proposed sale. Earle's Company to 
Dock Company: 70,000 square yards (9 Jun 1875) 
e) Agreement for Sale. Earle's Company to Dock 
Company: three parcels adjoining Hedon Road (14 Dec 
1875) 
f) Agreement between Earle's Company and Dock 
Company as to roads and rails (26 Aug 1879) 
6 items 
 

1858-1879 

U DEA/10 Copy. Plan  
Relating to U DEA/9c. 
1 plan 
 

18 May 1874 

U DEA/11 Abstracts. Conveyance and Grants between Earle's 
Company and the Dock Company 

3 items 
 

18 May 1874- 
30 Jun 1877 

U DEA/12 Original bundle. Memoranda 

Includes draft evidence and statement of case 
concerning a footpath and rights of way adjacent to the 
shipyard. 
6 items 
 

c.1883 

U DEA/13 Original bundle. Memoranda  
Relating to lands bought and sold by the firm. 
10 items 
 

1863-1900 

U DEA/14 List. Shareholders 

Corrected to 5 Dec 1899. 
1 item 
 

5 Dec 1899 
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U DEA/15 Copy list. Shareholders 

Corrected to 5 Dec 1899. 
1 item 
 

19th cent. 

U DEA/16 Annual records. Workmen's compensation 

3 items 
 

1905-1909 

U DEA/17 Description and illustration of the firm's work 

                     
1 item 
 

1887 

U DEA/18 Notices. Meetings, Annual Reports, and Balance Sheets 

9 items 
 

1892-1898 

U DEA/19 Copy. Trust Deed  
Earle's Shipbuilding and Engineering Co. Ltd and Sir 
Frederick Seager-Hunt and John William Maclure. To 
secure debentures. 
1 item 
 

2 Jul 1894 

U DEA/20 Terms and forms of Indentures of Apprenticeship 

10 items 
 

1890s 

U DEA/21 Proposed scheme for reconstruction 

1 item 
 

post 1898 

U DEA/22 Statement. Firm's claim in respect of HMS 'Endymion' 
and 'St George' 
1 item 
 

c.1893 

U DEA/23 Plan. PS [Passenger Ship] 'Lady Tyler' 
1 plan 
 

19th cent. 

U DEA/24 Chart. Measured knots at Sunk Island 

With a table for recording speeds. 
1 item 
 

19th cent. 

 


